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Series 1, Set 7Assessment of Reading Accuracy
Unseen Text - Student Sheet 

Things are wrong at the Wright house

Cindy Wright lives in a purple house with 
her mother, Lyn, and father, Flynn. Clare 
has come to stay but things are wrong at 
the Wright house.

A calf is in the bath and a reindeer is in 
the cellar. Patch, the dog, nibbles cheese 
and celery crackers at the kitchen table! 
The Wrights have delicious ginger fudge for 
breakfast – in the middle of the afternoon! 

Clare stares at some little gnomes on 
the grassy path. She counts them. “Fifty 
gnomes! That’s a gnome invasion, you 
know,” she giggles.

Clare comes to a decision. The Wrights sure 
are different. And there is nothing wrong 
with that.
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Series 1, Set 7Assessment of Reading Accuracy
Unseen Text - Teacher Sheet
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CALCULATIONS (WC = Word Count; E = Errors; SC = Self corrections; Sd=Sound; Bl=Blend; Wd=Word; TW=Tricky Word)

Comments/calculations

  ERROR RATE

WC

  E
=  1 :   

ACCURACY

WC – E  x  100

    WC          1
=         %   

SELF CORRECTION RATE

E  +  SC

    SC
=  1 :   

NUMBER OF WORDS:

Read automatically =           /113

Decoded =                /113

Word Count: 113
SC  

Errors

Sd Bl Wd TW

Things  are  wrong  at  the  Wright  house

Cindy  Wright  lives  in  a  purple  house  with  her  mother,  Lyn,  and  

father,  Flynn.  Clare  has  come  to  stay  but  things  are  wrong  at  the  

Wright  house.

A  calf  is  in  the  bath  and  a  reindeer  is  in  the  cellar.  Patch,  the  dog,  

nibbles  cheese  and  celery  crackers  at  the  kitchen  table!  The  Wrights  

have  delicious  ginger  fudge  for  breakfast  –  in  the  middle  of   

the  afternoon!  

Clare  stares  at  some  little  gnomes  on  the  grassy  path.  She  counts  

them.  “Fifty  gnomes!  That’s  a  gnome  invasion,  you  know,”   

she  giggles.

Clare  comes  to  a  decision.  The  Wrights  sure  are  different.  And  

there  is  nothing  wrong  with  that.
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Series 1, Set 7Comprehension Assessment 
Teacher Sheet

If the student completes reading the unseen text for this Series and Set, their comprehension skills can be 
assessed using this sheet.  
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Results:

Story Retell:    Reading Comprehension:

1/4 Needs help  1/4 Needs help

2/4 Developing  2/4 Developing

3/4 Developing well  3/4 Developing well

4/4 Good recall  4/4 Good understanding

Title: Things are wrong at the Wright house      Comments

Retell

Say “Tell me about the story”. (If needed, use the questions as 
prompts. Give praise for any four accurate points retold, eg who? 
what? where?)

1. Where does the story take place? (at Cindy’s house)

2. Who are the characters? (Cindy, her mum and dad, Clare, Patch 
the dog)

3. What are some of the odd things at the Wright house? (a calf in 
the bath, reindeer in the cellar, etc)

4. How does the story end? (Clare thinks the Wrights are different 
and that’s ok)

 

Quiz

1. Who has come to stay with Cindy Wright? (Clare)

2. What does Patch do? (nibbles cheese and celery crackers at the 
kitchen table)

3. What is a ‘cellar’? (a downstairs room)

4. Do you think the Wrights will carry on being different, and why? 
(accept all sensible answers)


